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 Registration

REGISTRATION FORM 

The number of spots is limited, so secure yours early to ensure participation and not miss an exceptional opportunity
for professional development, networking and insight.
Please note that while attendance at the conference is free, all attendees are responsible for their own travel and
accommodation arrangements and costs.

 Questions

If you have any questions regarding the conference, you can send an email to  AIDAYS2024@cuni.cz .

 Venue

Check the map for directions and any nearby accommodations or points of interest.

Visitor's Guide
Would you like to be more familiar with the university, the city of Prague and Czechia? Look at our Visitor's Guide with
a bunch of practical information!

https://forms.office.com/e/upGApw3Wmc
mailto:AIDAYS2024@cuni.cz
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Information about Prague
Prague, the heart of Europe, is not only a city with a rich historical tapestry but also a vibrant centre for conferences
and international gatherings. For those coming from abroad for a conference, Prague offers a unique blend of cultural
heritage, stunning architecture, and a lively atmosphere. Here's an info package to make your stay memorable and
comfortable.

Explore Prague's Rich Culture and Heritage
Prague.eu is your go-to source for all things Prague. While it provides insights into souvenirs that capture the bohemian
soul of Prague and supports local artisans, the website also serves as a gateway to explore the city's attractions. From
the Gothic beauty of the Prague Castle to the charming cobblestone streets of the Old Town, there's a lot to discover.

Visit Prague.eu 

Important Links for Conference Attendees
Transportation and City Guides
For comprehensive information on navigating the city, discovering local cuisines, and finding the best spots for relaxation
or exploration, keep an eye on Prague’s official tourism website.

Cultural Events and Entertainment
Prague is renowned for its vibrant cultural scene, from classical music concerts to modern art exhibitions. Check local
listings to enhance your visit.

Accommodation tips
• Hotel Antik
• Hotel Černý slon

Practical Information
For practical tips on currency exchange, emergency services, and public transportation, websites like  Prague City
Tourism  are invaluable resources.

https://www.prague.eu/en
https://hotelantik.cz/en/
https://www.hotelcernyslon.cz/en/accommodation-in-our-hotel-cerny-slon/
https://www.prague.eu/en
https://www.prague.eu/en

